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A statistical study of transient eventsin the outer
daysidemagnetosphere
J. Sanny,
• D. G. Sibeck,:C. C. Venturini,
• andC. T. Russell
3
Abstract. The AMPTE CCE satellitefrequentlyobservedtransient(1 < r < 8 min) events
markedby magneticfield strengthincreases
andbipolarmagneticfield signatures
(peak-to-

peakamplitudes
> 4 nT) whilein the outerdaysidemagnetosphere.
We reporta surveyof 59
prominanteventsobserved
from Augustto November1984.The bipolarsignatures
and
minimumvarianceanalysisrevealthat mosteventsmovepolewardand antisunward,
exceptin
the immediatevicinityof local noon.Here the motionof the eventsappearsto be better
governedby the spiral/orthospiral
interplanetary
magneticfield (IMF) orientation
thanmag-

neticcurvature
forces
associated
withIMFBy.TheIMForientation
appears
tohavelittleor

no influenceon event occurrenceor orientation.We interpretthe eventsin termsof solar
wind/foreshock
pressurepulseinducedrippleson the magnetopause
surface.Our resultscan
be reconciledwith thoseobtainedin previousstudieswhich madeuseof ISEE 1/2, AMPTE
IRM, and AMPTE UKS observations
if pressurepulsesproducelarge-amplitude
eventsand
burstymerging(or reconnection)
producessmall-amplitude
events.

Introduction

vidual events and their statisticaloccurrencepatterns(see review by Sibeck [1994]). Distinguishing between these two
Russelland Elphic [1978] usedISEE 1/2 observations
in the
mechanismsis important.Under the merginginterpretation,the
immediatevicinity of the daysidemagnetopause
to identify a prevalenceof transienteventsimpliesthat burstymergingis a
number of transient(~1 min) eventsmarked by enhancedmagmajor contributorto the solar wind-magnetosphere
interaction
netic field strengthsand bipolarsignatures
in the magneticfield
[e.g., Cowley, 1982]. Under the pressurepulse interpretation,
componentnormal to the nominalmagnetopause.
They termed
the prevalenceof transientevents implies that the magnetoevents with these features flux transfer events (FTEs). Subsesphereis constantlybeing buffeted by highly variable solar
quentwork showedthat on averageFTEs recureach7 min just
wind parameters,perhapswith preconditioning
in the foreshock
inside the daysidemagnetopause
during periodsof southward [Sibeck, 1990].
interplanetary
magneticfield (IMF) orientationbut are generally
Since the bursty mergingand pressurepulse modelspredict
absentduringperiodsof northwardIMF orientation[Rijnbeeket
differing patternsfor event occurrence,orientation,and direcal., 1984]. Event amplitudesdecreasewith distanceinward from tion of motion as a function of IMF orientation, local time, and
the magnetopause
[Kawanoet al., 1992], pointingto an expla- latitude, statistical studies should help determine the relative
nationin terms of processes
occurringat the magnetopause.
significance of each model in the production of transient
There are several possiblecausesfor the events,including
events.We begin by outliningthe contrastingpredictionsof the
impulsivepenetrationof solarwind plasmafilaments[Lemaire,
two models concerningevent occurrencepatternsas a function
1977], burstymerging(or reconnection)resultingin the formaof IMF orientation.We then presenta casestudyand a statistition of magnetic flux ropes or bubbles [Russelland Elphic,
cal survey of transientevents observedby the AMPTE CCE
1978], the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability [Southwood,1979], and
satellitein the outer daysidemagnetosphere,
and concludewith
solar wind/foreshockpressurepulse driven magnetopausemoan attemptto reconcilethe new resultswith thoseobtainedin
tion [Sibecket al., 1989a]. Althoughthe impulsivepenetration
previousstudies.
and Kelvin-Helmholtz instability models make several testable
predictions,they are rarely invokedto explain transientevents
observedat the magnetopause.
Predictions of the Bursty Merging Model
In contrast,the bursty merging and pressurepulse mechaMerging occurswhen any one of severalcurrentlayer instanismshave been developedto the point wherethey make a full
bilities
[e.g., Schindler, 1974; Huba et al., 1977; Lui et al.,
panoply of predictionsconcerningthe characteristics
of indi1991] enhances resistivities, disrupts currents, and allows
magnetosheath
and magnetospheric
magneticfield lines to in1physics
Department,
LoyolaMarymount
University,Los Angeles,
terconnectacrossthe magnetopause.Since instability growth
California
2AppliedPhysicsLaboratory,JohnsHopkinsUniversity,Laurel, rates increasewith increasingcurrent density and there is no
Maryland
clear dependence of the current layer thickness upon the
3Institute
for Geophysics
andPlanetary
Physics,
Universityof Californiaat magnetosheath
magneticfield orientation[Berchemand Russell,
Los Angeles.
1982], we expectgrowth ratesto increaseas the shearbetween
the magnetosheath and magnetospheric magnetic fields
Copyright1996 by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
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increases.

Magnetic shearis thoughtto controlthe geometryof merging. If one requiresthe componentsof the magnetospheric
and
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magnetosheathmagneticfield parallel to the mergingline to be
equal, then merging occurs along a line passingthrough the
subsolarpoint whosetilt is uniquelyspecified[Sonnerup,1974;
Gonzalez and Mozer, 1974]. As shown in Figure l a, this component merging model predictsthat the merging line tilts from
southern dawn to northern dusk during periods of southward
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and duskward magnetosheath/interplanetary
magnetic field orientation. During periods of dawnward IMF, the merging line
tilts from northern

$

rotates

to duskward

and northward

[Crooker,

1979;

Luhmann et al., 1984]. When the IMF points due southward,
mergingoccursalong an equatorialline. When the IMF gainsa
duskwardcomponent,mergingshiftsto curveswith orientations
runningfrom northerndawn to southerndusk in the northern
dusk and southerndawn quadrants.As the IMF turns northward, the curvesmove poleward.Symmetryrequiresthe merging lines during intervals of dawnward IMF to gain southern
dawn

(c)

dawn to southern dusk. As the IMF

northward, merging either ceases or continues along a line
passingthrough the subsolarpoint whose orientationlies close
to the (northward) direction of magnetosphericmagneticfield.
Note that if the requirementconcerningthe componentsof the
magneticfields parallel to the merging line is dropped,merging
can occur for the full range of shear angles and the subsolar
mergingline can assumea wide range of orientations[Cowley,
1976].
An alternateassumptionto the componentmodel is the assumptionthat merging occursat locationswhere the magnetopause current density maximizes, that is, locationswhere the
magnetosheathand magnetosphericmagnetic fields are nearly
antiparallel.Figure lb showsthe expectedlocationsof "antiparallel" merging lines for IMF orientations ranging from due
southward

(a)

EVENTS

to northern

dusk orientations

and lie in the northern

dawn and southernduskquadrants.
Merging may proceedsteadily,in bursts,via burstssuperimposed upon a steady background rate or via transient
dimunitions superimposedupon a steady background rate.
Bursty merging producesa bubble/flux rope of interconnected
magnetosheath
and magnetospheric
magneticfield lines [Russell
and Elphic, 1978]. The newly merged magnetic field lines
leave the merging site at high velocities but immediatelyencounter slowly moving plasma on unmerged magnetic field
lines in their surroundings.In responseto pressuregradient
forces, the velocity of the newly merged magnetic field lines
decreases,the surroundingplasma accelerates,and kinetic energy is converted to thermal energy within the bubble/flux
rope. The deceleratedand heated plasma within the bubbles/
flux ropes causes them to sweI1 and disturb the surrounding
magnetosheath
and magnetospheric
regionsas they move along
the magnetopause
[Southwoodet al., 1988].
Newly merged magnetic field lines move in responseto
pressuregradient and magnetic curvatureforces [e.g., Crooker,
1979; Cowley and Owen, 1989]. In general,the pressuregradient force points antisunwardaway from the subsolarpoint. By
contrast,magnetic curvature forces depend upon location and
the IMF orientation. When the IMF points duskward, newly
merged magnetic field lines connectedto the northern ionosphere experience dawnward and northward curvature forces,
whereasfield lines connectedto the southernionosphereexpe-

Figure 1. (a) Predictionsof the componentmerging model for rience duskward and southward curvature forces. When the
magnetosheathand magnetosphericmagneticfields of unequal IMF points dawnward, the sense of the magnetic curvature
strengths.Merging occurs along a tilted line passingthrough force reverses.
the subsolarpoint [Gonzalezand Mozer, 1974]. (b) Predictions
Summing-upthe pressuregradient and curvatureforces for
of the antiparallelmerging model for IMF orientationsranging the componentmerging model (Figure l a), we concludethat
from due southwardto northward and duskward(dashedlines).
during periods of duskward IMF, events observed near the
Merging occurs along the solid curves, which move poleward
prenoon equator move northward and dawnward, whereas
as the IMF orientation rotates from southward to northward
[Crooker, 1979]. (c) Predictionsof the pressurepulse model: eventsobservednear the postnoonequatormove southwardand
transientevents move radially outward from an initial point of duskward.By symmetryduring periodsof dawnwardIMF oricontacton the magnetopause
which is not necessarilythe sub- entation,we expect eventsobservednear the prenoonequator
to move southward and dawnward, whereas those observed
solar point [Sibeck,1990].
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near the postnoonequator to move northwardand duskward.
Finally, we note that when curvature forces exceed pressure
gradientforces,they may producesunwardmoving events(i.e.,
a duskward moving event observedprior to local noon or a
dawnward moving event observedafter local noon). This is
most likely near local noon, where pressuregradientforcesare
small and magneticstressescan be large. However, the component model never producessunwardmotion at the equator.
On the basis of merginglocationsshownin Figure lb, the
antiparallelmerging model predictseast-westelongatedevents
moving polewardfrom the equatorialregion during periodsof
due southwardIMF. When the IMF gains a duskwardcomponent, the model predictsthe formation of events with orientations running from northern dawn to southern dusk in the
southerndawn and northerndusk quadrants.To be observedin
the equatorialregion, such eventswould have to move northward prior to local noon but southwardafter local noon. By
symmetry, equatorial satelliteswill observe southwardmoving
eventsprior to local noon and northwardmoving eventsafter
local noon during periodsof dawnwardIMF orientation.

EVENTS
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Magnetospheric Signatures of Transient Events
on the Magnetopause
Transienteventson the magnetopause
disturbthe magnetospheric magnetic field direction and orientation.Bubbles, flux
ropes, and transientincreasesin the solar wind/foreshockpressure briefly compress the magnetospheric magnetic field,
whereasbrief decreasesin the solarwind/foreshockpressureallow the magnetopauseto move outward and the magnetospheric magnetic field strength to decrease. Since transient
magnetosphericevents are identified on the basis of magnetic
field strengthincreases,we will henceforthconsideronly the
effects associatedwith bubbles,flux ropes,and pressurepulse
increases.

Farrugia et al. [1987] modeled the magnetosphericmagnetic field perturbationsassociatedwith the motion of a two-dimensionalcylinder along the magnetopausesurfaceunder an
assumptionof incompressibleflow. Northward moving events
produceoutward/inwardbipolar signaturesin the componentof
the magnetic field normal to the nominal magnetopause,
whereassouthwardmoving eventsproduceinward/outwardsignatures. Furthermore, the inward displacement of magnetoPredictions
of the Pressure Pulse Model
spheric magnetic field lines during the passageof transient
eventsenhancesthe componentof the magnetospheric
magnetic
$ibeck [1990] outlined the predictionsof the pressurepulse field in the plane of the magnetopause,
which lies perpendicumodel. As shown in Figure l c, the model predictsthat varia- lar to the event axis. This causesthe magnetospheric
magnetic
tions in the solar wind/foreshock dynamic pressureproduce field strengthto increaseand rotate toward the direction perconcentricripples on the magnetopause
surfacethat radiateout- pendicular to the event axis. Magnetic field perturbations
ward from the point where the pressurepulsesfirst strike the within the core region of the event itself dependentirely upon
magnetopause.
We wish to determinethe locationof this point the nature of the currentsystemwithin the flux rope/bubble.
for various solar wind discontinuities.
Of course,it is not entirely clear that FTEs can be modeled
The surfaces of most solar wind discontinuities tend to lie
as two-dimensionalstructures.In the original model of Russell
along the IMF spiral [$iscoe et al., 1968], and consequently and Elphic [1978], the eventswere depictedas true flux ropes
strike the postnoonbow shockfirst. Any discontinuitystriking penetratinga hole in the magnetopause.
If so, the twisted flux
the bow shock launches fast mode waves into the magneto- tube shouldbe more or less alignedwith the ambientfield, for
sheaththat preceedthe arrival of the discontinuityitself [VOlk example, along the GSM Z axis for encounterswith magnetoand Auer, 1974; Hassam, 1978; Wu et al., 1993]. Fast mode sphericFFEs [Baurnjohannand Paschrnann,1987].
wave speedsin the dayside magnetosheath
are comparableto
In any case, transientevent signaturesobservedby satellites
the solar wind velocity, becausethe bow shock standsalong within the magnetospherecan be used to determinethe direction of motion and orientation
of the transient events themthe locus of points where the componentof the solar wind velocity along the bow shocknormal is identicalto the fast mode selves.Given the strikingly different patternsof event orientawave speed in the magnetosheath.Becauseof these high fast tion and motion predicted by the pressurepulse, component,
mode wave speeds, the fast mode wave fronts in the
and antiparallelmergingmodels,a statisticalstudyof thesepamagnetosheathkeep pace with the discontinuitiesin the solar rameters should immediately determine the dominant cause of
wind. During periodsof spiral IMF orientation,the fast mode transient events.
wavefrontsshould strike first on the postnoonside of the magDetermining the direction of event motion relative to the
netopause.Consequently,the ripples in the magnetopause
sur- magnetosphericmagnetic field is simple becausethe senseof
face generally emanatefrom a point displacedduskwardfrom the magneticfield perturbationnormal to the nominal magnetothe subsolarpoint [$ibeck, 1990]. During periodsof orthospiral pausecan be read from plots of the magneticfield. DeterminIMF, the pressurevariations would be expectedto strike the ing the orientation of transient events is somewhat more
prenoon magnetopausefirst and generate ripples emanating complicated. Following Elphic and Southwood [1987] and
from a prenoonlocation[e.g., Korotovaand $ibeck, 1995].
Paparnastorakis et al. [1989], we can use the minimum variFigure l c indicatesthat the orientationof the ripples in the ance analysisroutine presentedby Sonnerupand Cahill [1967]
magnetopausesurface generally runs from northern dawn to to locate the direction in which the magnetosphericmagnetic
southerndusk in the northern dusk and southem dawn quad- field componentremains constantduring the passageof indirants, but from southern dawn to northern dusk in the northern
vidual transientevents. In the limit treated by Farrugia et al.
dawn and southerndusk quadrants.The ripples move poleward [1987], we can equate this direction with the axis of the tranwhen the pressurepulses strike the equatorial magnetopause. sient events.
Finally, since there is no reasonto expectsolar wind/foreshock
Note, however, that Walthour et al. [1993] have recently
pressurepulses to be more common during periods of north- analyzed the magnetic field perturbationsassociatedwith sevward or southward, dawnward or duskward, IMF orientations,
eral remotelyobservedtransientevents.They found that the dithe transient magnetosphericevents which they producemust rection of the vector associated with the minimum variance of
be equally commonfor all IMF conditions.
the magneticfield does not lie preciselyalong the event axis,
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but rather is rotated about the true axis by an angle On,which
depends primarily on a quantity that the authors call the
"stretchingfactor." If On is large, the resultsof the minimum
varianceroutine alone would becomeuselessfor our purposes.
Accordingto D. W. Walthour (personalcommunication,1994),
the effect of the stretchingfactor on On becomesvery small
when the angle between the ambient field direction and the
minimum variancedirection is greater than about 60ø. As will
be seen below, our analysisgenerally providesminimum variance directionswhich point nearly east-west,whereasthe magnetosphericmagneticfield orientationis nearly northward.Consequently,we can generally assumethat Onis small and take
the minimum variance direction as closely approximatingthe
true axis of the magnetospheric
events.

Data

Sets

EVENTS

determined by comparison with CCE and IRM observations
during this interval [Sibeck, 1992]. Like Sibeck [1992] and
Sibeck and Newell [1995], we concludethat the CCE eventsat
1019 and 1024 UT occurred for a southward IMF orientation,
the events at 1034 and 1041 UT for a northward IMF

orienta-

tion, and the event at 1051 UT for a near-eclipticIMF orientation. We enter thesevaluesinto Table 1. We presenttheseobservationsas our examplebecausedeterminingthe IMF orientation for the events on this day was more difficult than on
otherdays and dependedsensitivelyon the lag time used.Furthermore,theseeventscorrespondin a one-to-onemannerto a
seriesof FTEs previouslyidentifiedin IRM and UKS observations [e.g., Sibeck, 1992].
We ran the Sonnerup/Cahillminimum varianceroutineover
several minute-long intervals of CCE magnetometerobservations encompassingthe magnetic field strengthincreasesand
bipolar signatureswithin individual transientevents.The results
for the eventsshownin Figure 2 have been enteredinto Table

The AMPTE CCE satellitewas launchedinto a near-equato- 1. The minimum variance directions for all the events from
rial orbit with an 8.8 RE apogeeand a periodof 15.7 hourson 1000 to 1100 UT on October28, 1984, point in +y, +z direcAugust 16, 1984. From launch throughthe end of November tion, indicating axes running from southerndawn to northern
1984, apogeemovedfrom 14.7 to 9.5 LT, affordingthe satel- dusk, as qualitativelydeterminedby Sibeck [1992]. Combining
lite an opportunityto make extensiveobservations
in the outer the informationthat the eventsmoved northward(+, -B x sigdaysidemagnetosphere.
We usedhour-longplotsof CCE satel- nature), tilted from southerndawn to northern dusk, and were
lite magnetometer
observations
[Potemraet al., 1985] plotted observedat northernlatitudesprior to local noon, we conclude
in GSE coordinatesat 6.2-s resolutionto identify transient that they moved antisunward,away from the subsolarpoint
events in the outer dayside magnetosphere.Once candidate and/or locations further duskward and southward. This conclueventswere identified,we plottedthe observations
on a larger sion is consistentwith the fact that they were observedby the
scale in boundarynormal coordinatesdeterminedfrom a mini- IRM satellite some 4 min later at a location northward and
mum varianceroutine [Sonnerupand Cahill, 1967] run upon dawnward of the CCE [Sibeck, 1992].
the events themselves. We eliminated

events which were not

We now comparethe characteristics
of the eventsto those
predicted by the pressure pulse, component, and antiparallel
merging models. Figure 2 showsthat the IMF longitudeat the
strengthincreases.
times of the events ranged from nearly sunwardand slightly
For comparison with these observations,we used IMP 8 dawnward (•--.-10 ø) to sunward and dawnward (•--.-60ø).
[King, 1982], ISEE 2 [Russelland Elphic, 1978], and AMPTE Solar wind featureswith this orientationwould be expectedto
IRM [Liihr et al., 1985] IMF observations.The IMP 8 observa- strike the postnoonmagnetopause
first and then reachthe subtions are 15.36-s averages,the ISEE 2 observations12-s run- solar point. The pressurepulse model predicts that transient
ning averagesof 4-s data, and the IRM observationsare 5-s events will move northward and dawnward (i.e., antisunward)
averages.
past satelliteslocatedprior to local noon and north of the geomagnetic equator. Furthermore,the model predictsevent axes
running from southerndawn to northerndusk in the northern
Case Study
prenoon quadrant. These predictions are in accord with the
To illustratethe methodsemployedin this paper, we begin CCE and IRM observations[Sibeck, 1992].
with a casestudy.From 1000 to 1100 UT on October28, 1984
Some of the observationsare inconsistentwith the compo(day 302), the CCE satellite moved throughthe daysidemag- nent merging model. During the period under study, the IMF
netospherefrom GSM (x,y,z) = (8.5, -0.9, 1.8) to (8.4, -0.2,
pointed either slightly or stronglydawnward.The component
1.6) RE. The lower four panelsin Figure 2 showsCCE mag- mergingmodel predictsevent generationalong a tilted subsolar
netic field observations in GSM coordinates. There are a series
line runningfrom northerndawn to southerndusk duringperiof transientincreasesin the total magneticfield strengthB cen- ods of dawnward IMF. Observed event axes run from southern
tered on the times 1019, 1024, 1034, 1041, and 1051 UT. The
dawn to northerndusk. Furthermore,the model predictsthat
Bx componentof the magneticfield rotatedfrom more positive the inclinationof the event axis from the equatorialplanewill
(sunward)to more negative (earthward)values during each of increase as the IMF rotates northward. The first two events on
theseevents.The Bycomponent
of themagnetic
fieldalsobe- this day occurredduring an interval of southwardIMF orientacame more negative(dawnward)at the time of each event.
tion, whereasthe secondtwo occurredduring an interval of

marked by bipolar magnetic field signaturesnormal to the
nominal magnetopause
centeredupon transientmagneticfield

ISEE

2 IMF

observations

are available

for the interval

un-

northward IMF

orientation. The tilts derived from the minimum

der study on this day. The ISEE 2 spacecraftmoved radially
outward from an initial position at 1000 UT, which was just
upstreamof the subsolarbow shock at GSM (x,y,z) = (18.3,
-4.0, -2.8) RE. The top panel of Figure 2 presentsISEE 2
IMF observationsin sphericalGSM coordinates,where 0 = 0,
• = 0 indicatesa sunwardpointingmagneticfield, 0 = 90ø indi-

varianceroutinedo not differ in the expectedmanner.Finally,
the modelpredictsthat eventswill not occurduringperiodsof

cates a northward field, and 0 = 0, • = 90ø indicates a duskward

someof the predictionsof the antiparallelmergingmodel.That
modelpredictseventformationnearthe equatorialplaneduring

field. The ISEE 2 observations
have been laggedby 6 min, as

stronglynorthwardIMF orientation.However, eventscontinued
to occur during the periods of northward IMF orientation
shownin Figure 2.
The characteristics of the events are also inconsistent with
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Figure 2. A comparison
of ISEE 2 IMF and CCE magnetospheric
magneticfield observations
in GSM
coordinatesduring the interval from 1000 to 1100 UT on October28, 1984. The ISEE 2 observations
havebeenlagged6 min on the basisof a previouscomparison
with IRM observations
[Sibeck,1992].

periodsof stronglysouthwardIMF and at higherlatitudesduring periodsof ecliptic and stronglynorthwardIMF. The IMF
never pointed stronglysouthwardduring the interval under
study,yet the senseof the bipolar signatureobservednormal to

cussedbelow, the shortwavelengthsthat define individualtran-

sienteventsat the magnetopause
decaymorerapidlywith dis-

tance inward from the magnetopausethan do the long-wavelength components,which define their recurrencetimes.
the magnetopause
led us to conclude
that all the eventswere
Since many argumentsmight be advancedas to whetheror
movingnorthward
awayfromthe geomagnetic
equator.
How- not the eventsand observationson this day were typical, it is
ever, the model also predictsevent orientationsrunning from essentialto continuewith a statisticalstudy.
southerndawn to northern dusk during periods of dawnward
IMF orientation,as observedon this day.
Statistical Survey
Finally, note that the observations
shownin Figure 2 indicate that the CCE observes events on October 28, 1984, with
Event selectioncriteria. We examinedCCE magnetometer
similar recurrence
and duration times. Each of these CCE
observationsat radial distancesfrom Earth exceeding8.0 Re on
events correspondsto a much more clearly defined transient all satellite orbits from August through November 1984. We
event in UKS/IRM observations
further radially outward[e.g., identified 59 events marked by peak-to-peakbipolar fluctuaLockwood et al., 1988]. However, the UKS/IRM observations tions in the GSE Bx componentexceeding4 nT, rotationsof
for this day indicateeventswith significantlylongerrecurrence the magneticfield componentin the Y-Z plane, increasesin the
than duration times. Russell and Elphic [1978] have also re- magneticfield strength,and durationsgreaterthan 1 min. Usported much more sharplydefined classicFTE signaturesob- ing the GSE Bx componentto identify bipolar magneticfield
served in the vicinity of the magnetopause.Perhaps,as dis- signaturesnormal to the nominalmagnetopause
is justified on
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1. List of Events

Day

Time,UT

Position,
aRs

Min.Var.Axis
b Motion
c IMFB• IMFB• IMFB• IMFSource

230

1223

(2.66, -2.01)

[0.900, 0.316]

$, ASw

>0

<0

>0

IMP

232

1155

(2.84, -2.05)

[0.916,-0•233]

$, ASw

>0

>0

<0

IRM

234
236

1234
1123
1337
1418

(3.45,
(3.46,
(5.48,
(5.75,

[0.881, 0.029]
[0.855, 0.462]
[0.229, 0.966]
[0.386, 0.873]

$, ASw
$, ASw
$, ASw
$, ASw

>0
>0
<0
<0

>0
>0
>0
•,0

<0
<0
<0
<0

IRM
IRM
IRM
IRM

-2.20)
-2.19)
-2.23)
-2.04)

1504

(5.95, - 1.76)

[0.511,0.830]

$, ASw

<0

>0

~0

IRM

1512
1543
1457
1613
0321

(5.97, - 1.70)
(6.00, - 1.46)
(2.55, - 1.44)
(3.69, - 1.39)
(5.65, -0.77)

[0.510, 0.736]
[0.909, 0.330]
[0.969, -0.229]
[0.984, 0.170]
[0.731, 0.239]

$, ASw
S, ASw
S, ASw
S, ASw
N, ASw

<0
<0
<0
<0
<0

>0
>0
>0
>0
>0

>0
<0
disturbed
<0
<0

IRM
IRM
ISEE
IMP
IMP

244

2144

(2.95, -0.56)

[0.951,0.097]

S, ASw
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[0.974, 0.124]
[0.879, -0.401]
[0.965, -0.261]
[0.969, 0.103]
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[0.973, 0.082]
[0.967, -0.260]
[0.977, 0.057]
[0.988, 0.119]
[0.991, 0.121]
[0.985, -0.144]
[0.816,0.402]
[0.806, -0.591]
[0.994,0.106]
[0.966, 0.108]
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aCoordinates
in theyz GSM plane.
bThey andz compnents
of theminimumvarianceaxisunitvector.
oN, S, north, south;ASW, Sw, antisunward,sunward.

the groundsthat normalsto the Earth'smagnetopause
in the vicinity of local noon point nearly alongthe Earth-Sunline, and
"the identificationof FTEs is not sensitivelydependent
on the
directionof the normal" [Rijnbeeket al., 1984].
Figure 3 showsa histogramof peak-to-peakamplitudesfor
the CCE events.Peak-to-peakamplitudesrangedfrom 4 to 27

nT, witha medianamplitude
of 10 nT. Figure4 shows
a histogram of event duration v. Like Kawano et al. [1992], we de-

fine the durationas the time betweenpe'akpositiveand negative deflectionsin the component
of the magneticfield normal
to the nominal magnetopause.Kawano et al. [1992] distinguishedbetweeneventswith durationslongerand shorterthan
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becausewe include only transienteventswith "classical"signatures, including magnetic field strengthincreases.Furthermore
the weak >4 nT amplitudes,which we use to identify eventsat
the CCE orbit, correspondto events with much strongersignatures in the vicinity of the magnetopause.
Event amplitudesdecay with distancefrom a planar magnetopause
at a rate propor-

tionalto e-2'•x/x,wherex is the distance
fromthe magneto-

5

10

15

20

25

Peak-to-peakamplitude(nT)

pauseand 3, the characteristicwavelength.For a subsolarmagnetopauselocated at 10.8 Re [e.g., Fairfield, 1971], the CCE
apogeeof 8.8 Re, and events with dimensionsof ~4 Re along
the magnetopause
(3,= 8 Re), our minimumamplitudeof 4 nT
at CCE orbit correspondsto eventswith amplitudesof at least
20 nT at the magnetopause.
Location

Figure 3. A histogramof the peak-to-peakbipolar Bx amplitudesfor the 59 transientmagnetospheric
eventsin this study.

and north/south

direction

of motion. The base

of each arrow in Figure 5 presentsthe location where each of
the 59 events

occurred

in GSM

coordinates.

The

CCE

orbit

confines observationssouth of the equator to local times after
local noon, but observationsnorth of the geomagneticequator
1.5 min. Of the 59 events we studied, 6 have durations less to local times at and before local noon (see also Figure 6 of
than 1.5 min and 53 have durations in excess of 1.5 min. In
Kawano et al., [1992]).
The arrows are coded accordingto the senseof the bipolar
one case,the durationwas as large as 8 min.
Becausewe wish to comparethe resultsof our survey with Bx signatureobservedat the time of each event. Solid arrows
those previously reported,it is worthwhile noting the criteria indicate standard(or northwardmoving) eventswhich were acthat previous authors have used to identify transient events. companiedby bipolar outward/inwardsignaturesin the Bx comKawano et al. [1992] used CCE observationsto identify mag- ponent, whereas dashed arrows indicate reverse (or southward
netosphericevents at radial distancesbeyond 6.0 Re, which moving events) which were accompaniedby bipolar inward/
were marked by bipolar signaturesin the radial componentof outward signatures.There is a marked tendencyfor northward
the magnetic field centeredon increasesin the total magnetic moving events to occur north of the geomagneticequator and
field strength.Peak-to-peakvariationsin the radial component southward moving events to occur south of the geomagnetic
and magneticfield strengthwere requiredto exceed 3 nT, and equator.Of 29 eventswhich occurrednorth of the geomagnetic
the durationof the eventswas requiredto exceed 1 min. Some equator, 23 are standard and 6 reverse. In contrast, of 30
events lasted as long as 15 min. Our criteria are essentially eventswhich occurredsouthof the geomagneticequator,25 are
identicalto thoseof Kawano et al. [1992], exceptthat we only reverse and 5 standard. Furthermore, those standard events
considerevents at the greatestradial distancesreachedby the south of the equator and reverse events north of the equator
tendedto occur in the immediatevicinity of the equator.These
CCE and exc.ludeeventswith durationsgreaterthan8 min.
Berchern and Russell [1984] identified events in ISEE 1/2 resultslead to the conclusionthat most events move away from
observationsof the magnetosheath
on the basisof suddenstrong the geomagneticequator.
enhancements
in the total magneticfield, bipolarinward/outward
or outward/inwardsignaturesin the componentof the magnetic
field normal to the nominal magnetopause,
and rotationsof the
(a)
componentof the field tangentialto the magnetopause
towards
directionsneither along the magnetosheath
nor the magnetospheric magnetic field. Kuo et al. [1995] identified isolated
eventswith greaterthan 10 nT peak to peak bipolar signatures
in the normalcomponentand durationsgreaterthan 30s.
Rijnbeeketa!. [1984] and Southwoodet al. [1986] surveyed
ISEE 1/2 and UKS observations,respectively.By contrastto
Berchernand Russell [1984], they includedmagnetosheath
and
magnetospheric
eventswhich were markedby asymmetricbipo(b)
lar, monopolar,and more complexsignaturesin the component
of the magnetic field normal to the magnetopause,those in
which the tangential field does not rotate toward the direction
on the other side of the magnetopause,and those in which the
componentsof the magneticfield in the plane of the magnetopause exhibit large-scaleoscillatory changes.Like Kuo et al.
[1995], they also includeda small numberof eventsin which
z
lO
there was no obviousincreasein the magneticfield strength.
The peak-to-peak variation in the magnetic field component
I
normalto the nominalmagnetopause
was requiredto exceed10
1.5
3.0
4.5
'• (min.)
nT and 20 nT during intervals of high field strength,and the
minimum

event duration was 1 min.
Figure 4. (a) The definition of event duration (•-) used in this
Our criteria are more stringentthat thoseused by Rijnbeek study. (b) A histogram of the durationsfor the 59 events in
et al. [1984], Southwoodet al. [1986], and Kuo et al. [1995], this study.
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Figure 5. The locationsand orientationsof the 59 eventsin this studyplottedin the GSM y-z plane.
Solid vectorsare standardeventsmarkedby bipolaroutward/inward
signatures
normalto the magnetopause,whereasdashedvectorsare reverseeventsmarkedby bipolar inward/outward
signatures.
The
events were observedin the equatorialregions,most move poleward,and most have axes which lie
nearerthe y axis than the z axis.

Event orientation.
We used the minimum variance routine
GSM plane. Nearly half (27 of 59, or 46%) of the eventshad
discussed
by Sonnerupand Cahill [1967] to determinethe ori- axes which lay within _ 10ø of the y axis, and over two-thirds
entation of each of the 59 transientmagnetospheric
eventsin (40 of 59, or 68%) of the event axes lay within _+20ø of the
this study. Figure 5 presentsthe results of this survey as a equator.Thus mosteventaxestend to lie in an east-westdirecfunctionof positionin the GSM Y-Z plane.As the figure indi- tion rather than north-south. Note that the absence of events
cates, most of the events have orientationslying more nearly with north-southorientationsmay be an artifact of our event
parallel to the Y axis than the Z axis. The exceptionsto this selectioncriteria. The motion of events whose axes lie nearly
generalization
are the transienteventsstudiedabove,whichoc- along the magnetosphericmagnetic field (if there are such
cuffed on October28, 1984, near GSM (Y, Z)= (-0.5, 1.8)
events)would not producesignificantbipolarsignatures
normal
and several transient events which occurred near GSM (Y, to the nominalmagnetopause.

Event •currence and orientation as a function of IMF
direction. We now wish to consider the characteristics of the

Z) = (5.5, - 1.5) Re.

Figure 6 presentsa histogramof the eventorientationas a
function of latitude away from the + Y GSM axis in the Y, Z

transientmagnetospheric
eventsas a functionof the IMF orien-

Number of events

18

14

12

10-

i

I'

I

I

I

i i I I'
-40

ø20

0

Axisorientation(degrees)

Figure 6. A histogramof eventorientation
as a functionof latitudeaway from the Y axis in the Y-Z
GSM plane.
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tation. Sibeck and Newell [1995] reviewed the various methods

(a) By > 0
used in the past to infer the interplanetary/magnetosheath
magnetic field orientationat the times of transientmagnetospheric
events,showedthat they yield remarkablydifferent results,and
identified several reasonsfor the discrepancies.Previous authors averaged 30-min stretchesof magnetosheathand solar
wind magneticfields to determinethe predominantorientation
[Rijnbeek et al., 1984; Southwoodet al., 1986; Kawano et al.,
1992]. The magnetic field orientationmay not have remained
constantthroughoutthese intervals,and the averageorientation
may not be that at the time of the transient event. The
magnetosheath
magneticfield may differ greatly from that predicted on the basisof upstreamobservations
duringrare intervals of nearly radial IMF orientation,and IMF featuresoften
exhibit shortscalelengthstransverseto the Earth-Sunline.
We inspectedplots of IMP 8, ISEE 2, and IRM magnetometer observationsduring the 10-rain interval preceedingeach
(b) By < 0
transientmagnetospheric
event. BecauseIMP 8 often lay far
off the Earth-Sun line at the times of the events studied,
whereasISEE 2 and IRM were generallyupstreamof the subsolar bow shock [e.g., Bryant et al., 1985; Sibeckand Newell,
1995], we choseto use IMF observations
by the lattersatellites
whenever possible. Previous experience indicates that IMF

ZOSM

YOSM

ZG,.RM

Average

scalelengthscan be less than the distanceseparatingIMP 8
from the Earth-Sun line [e.g., Lanzerotti, 1989; Sibeck et al.,

orientation

YGSM

1989b; Sibeck, 1992].

Entriesin Table 1 note the senseof each IMF component
and whetheror not they variedduringthe 10-minintervalprecedingeach event. Eventswhich occurredduringintervalsof
highly variableIMF orientation,or when an IMF component
was near zero, were omitted from the surveysas a functionof Figure 8. Eventaxisorientation
as a functionof IMF By.The

IMF ByandBz, respectively.
Figure7a presents
a plotof tran- top panelshowsthe eventorientations
for IMF By>0. The
sientmagnetospheric
eventoccurrence
asa function
of IMF By; lowerpanelshowsobserved
orientations
for IMF By< 0.

Figure7b presentsthe occurrence
patternas a functionof IMF

(a)

Numberof events

Bz. Slightly more than half the eventsoccurredduringintervals
of positiveIMF Bv, and slightlymorethanhalf duringintervals
of negativeBz. We concludethat eventsare equally likely for
north and south, dawnward and duskward, IMF orientations.

Figure 8 presentsinformationconcerningevent axis orienta-

tionas a functionof IMF By.The toppanelshowstheresults
for 29 eventsthatoccurred
duringintervals
of positiveIMF By,
whereasthe bottom panel shows the results for 22 events that

By<O

By>O

occurredduringintervalsof negativeIMF By. Thereis little
differencebetweenthe two panels.For both IMF orientations,
event axes tend to cluster around the q-Y GSM

axis. The aver-

age inclinationsof the event axes from the q-Y axis are 9ø and
,,.

(b)

Number
ofevents
28
24

Bz<O

Bz>O

7ø for positiveandnegative
IMF By,respectively.
Theseresults
indicatethat IMF By has little, if any, controlover the event
orientation.

Figure 9 presentsinformationconcerningevent axis orientation as a functionof IMF Bz. The top panel showsthe results
for 24 eventsthatoccurredfor positiveIMF Bz, andthe bottom
panelshowsthe resultsfor 28 eventsthat occurredfor negative
IMF Bz. The averageinclinationsof the event axes from the
+ Y axis are 6.5ø and 8.4ø for positiveandnegativeIMF Bz, respectively.The resultsindicatethat IMF Bz has little or no
control over the orientation of transient event axes.

IMF

orientation

and the direction

of event motion.

As

noted by Kawano et al. [1992], informationabout event orien,

tation and north/south direction of motion can also be used to

Figure 7. (a) Eventoccurrence
as a functionof IMF By. (b)

infer eastward and westward motion. Events with orientations

Eventoccurrence
as a functionof IMF B•.

running from southern dawn to northern dusk which move
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mergingmodelpredictions),
2 for IMF By near zero or disturbed,and5 for negative
IMF By.Neitherof the two events

(a) Bz>O

observedmoving northward and sunwardprior to local noon

ZGSM

occurredfor the negativeIMF By predictedby the merging
models.

Average
orientation

YGSM

During periods of dawnwardIMF orientation,magneticcurvature forcespull eventsconnectedto the southernhemisphere
dawnward.During periods of duskwardIMF orientation,the
sameforces pull eventsconnectedto the southernhemisphere
dawnward.If we interpret southwardmoving events as those
connected to the southern hemisphere, we find 2 moving
sunwardprior to local noonand 1 after local noon.Both of the
two events which were noted moving sunwardprior to local

noonoccurredduringintervalsof positiveIMF By, consistent
with the predictionsof the merging models.The event noted
after local noon moving sunwardoccurredfor a negativeIMF

By,alsoconsistent
withthepredictions
of themerging
models.
Summarizing
the results,the senseof the IMF By compo-

(b) Bz < 0
Z(3SM

nent sufficed to explain the motion of 10 of the 19 sunward
moving events, but failed to do so for 7 of the events. The

IMF By component
wasdisturbed
or nearzerofor two of the
events.

Average
orientation

YGSM

Figure 9. Event axis orientationas a function of IMF B,. The
top panel shows the event orientationsfor IMF B•> 0. The
lower panel showsobservedorientationsfor IMF Bz< 0.

Now we test the predictionsof the pressurepulse model,
which predicts sunward moving events just after local noon

duringperiodsof spiralIMF orientation
(Bx> 0 andBy< 0 or
Bx< 0 andBy> 0) andsunward
movingeventsjust priorto local noon during periods of orthospiralIMF orientation.Figure
10 presentsthe locations where sunward moving events were
observedduring periods of spiral IMF orientation(top panel)
and orthospiral IMF orientation (bottom panel). Of the 15
sunwardmoving events observedafter local noon, 12 occurred
during intervalsof spiral IMF orientation(consistentwith pressure pulse model predictions),one for an orthospiralIMF ori-

entation,
and2 for a disturbed
or nearzeroIMF Bycomponent

eastwardcomponentof motion. By symmetry,eventswith an
orientationrunningfrom northerndawn to southerndusk which

(not shown). Of the 4 sunwardmoving eventsobservedprior to
local noon, 3 occurredfor an orthospiralIMF orientation(consistent with pressure pulse model predictions) and one for a
spiral IMF orientation.The pressurepulse model satisfactorily
explainsthe sunwardmotion of all but two of the eventsfor

move northward

which the IMF

northward also have a westward componentof motion. Events
with the same orientation which move southward also have an

orientation

also move duskward.

Events with the same

which move southward also move dawnward.

Table 1 identifies all sunward and antisunward moving

eventsin our data set. The vast majority of the events(40 of
59) moved antisunward,that is, dawnwardprior to local noon
or duskward after local noon. However, 4 of 13 eventsprior to
local noon moved duskward

orientation

was well determined.

Summarizingthe resultsof the surveysconcerningthe direction of event motion, we find that the pressurepulse model explained a greater fraction of the sunward moving events for
which the IMF orientationwas clearly defined (15/17 or 88%)
than did the merging models(10/17 or 59%).

and 15 of 46 events after local

noon moved dawnward. We interpretthese as sunwardmoving
events.

Discussionand Comparison with Previous Work

Merging modelsexplainduskwardmovingeventsobserved
prior to local noon and dawnwardmoving events after local
noon in terms of magneticcurvatureforces,whereasthe pressure pulse model explains them in terms of pressurepulses
strikingthe magnetopause
at locationsaway from the subsolar
point. We wish to test the ability of both modelsto explainthe

The resultspresentedin this paper lead to three key conclusions: (1) the transientmagnetosphericevents in our data set
are east/westaligned and originate near the geomagneticequator, (2) event occurrenceand alignmentdo not dependupon the
IMF orientation, and (3) event motion is better explained in
terms of the spiral/orthospiralIMF orientationthan magnetic

sunward moving events.

curvature
forcesassociated
withIMF By.Herewe consider
the

During periodsof duskwardIMF orientation,magneticcurvatureforcespull eventsconnectedto the northernhemisphere
dawnward. During periods of dawnwardIMF orientation,the
same forces pull eventsconnectedto the northernhemisphere
duskward.If we interpret northwardmoving events as those
connectedto the northernhemisphere,we find 14 such events
moving sunwardafter local noon and 2 prior to local noon.Of

characteristics of the events within the framework

the 14 events,7 occurred
for positiveIMF By (consistent
with

of the com-

ponent,antiparallel,and pressurepulse models.
Interpreted in terms of componentmerging, the east/west
alignmentof the transienteventspresentedin this papereliminatesan explanationin termsof flux ropeswith narrowlongitudinal dimensionspenetratinga hole in the magnetopause
[e.g.,
Baumjohannand Paschmann,1987]. Instead,it arguesin favor
of the extendedtwo-dimensionalstructuresproposedby Farrugia
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Figure10. Locations
wheresunward
movingeventswereobserved
for (a) spiralIMF orientations,
(b)
orthospiral
IMF orientations.
Thelocations
agreewiththepredictions
of thepressure
pulsemodel.
poleward
movingevents
at prenoon
andpostnoon
local
et al. [1987].Furthermore,
the observations
presented
in thispa- predicts
per requirethe structures
to formalonga component
merging times, sunwardmovingeventsat early postnoonlocal times
common
spiralIMF periods,
andsunward
line thatlies nearlyalongthe equatorial
magnetopause
for both duringtherelatively
northward and southward IMF orientations and remains there movingevents
at lateprenoon
localtimesduringtherelatively
withoutanytiltingin response
to variations
in IMF Byor Bz. The rare intervalsof orthospiralIMF orientation.The modelpreof eventoccurrence
or orientation
upon
observations
alsorequirea significantnumberof transientevents dictsno dependence
component
of the IMF. We notedall of these
to movesunward
in response
to someforceotherthanmagnetic the north/south
curvature.Since theseare not the predictionsof the component featuresin the survey above.
Nevertheless,
numerouscaseand statisticalstudieshave inmerging
model,we conclude
thatthecharacteristics
of thetransienteventsstudiedin this paperare inconsistent
with an inter- terpretedtransienteventsin termsof burstymerging.We

pretation
in termsof component
merging.

Burstyantiparallel
mergingmodelspredicttheproduction
of
transient
eventsalongoff-equatorial
merginglineswhoseorientationdepends
upontheIMF direction.
The resultspresented
in
thispaperareinconsistent
withaninterpretation
in termsof antiparallelmerging,
because
theeventsappearto originate
along
an equatorial
line whoseorientation
doesnot depend
uponthe
IMF direction.Althoughthe eventscontinueto occurfor both

should
try to reconcile
ourobservations
withthiswork.For example,Rijnbeek
et al. [1984],Berchem
andRussell
[1984],and
Kuo et al. [1995]reportedthattransient
eventsin the vicinity
of the magnetopause
showa strongtendency
to occurduring
periods
of southward
IMF orientation.
Daly et al. [1984]and
Russellet al. [1985] interpretedtransientevent spatialoccur-

rencepatterns
in termsof a tiltedsubsolar
mergingline.Case
studiesof eventorientationprovidedevidenceconsistent
with
northward and southward IMF orientations,a feature consistent the component
mergingmodel[Elphicand Southwood,
1987;
et al., 1989].
with an interpretation
in termsof antiparallelmerging,the Paparnastorakis
On
the
other
hand, severalstudiespresentedresultsinconsenseof the magneticcurvatureforcesonly accounts
for the
with burstymagnetic
merging.Kawanoet al. [1992]resunward motion of about half of the events, a fraction which sistent
portedthateventswith durations
greaterthan1.5 min,which
wouldbe expectedto occurby chance.
by the CCE satellitein the outerdaysidemagThe eventsstudiedin this paperare more easilyexplained were observed
showed
littletendency
to occurduringintervals
of
in termsof a pressure
pulsemodel.The pressure
pulsemodel netosphere,
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southward IMF orientation, whereas events with durations less
To be observed,transientevents must move away from the
point of origin, whereasthe componentmergingmodel predicts
than 1.5 min did show such a tendency. Borodkova et al.
[1995] reported no tendency for transientevents observedat event motion away from a tilted merging line, the antiparallel
geosynchronousorbit to occur during periods of southward merging model predictsmerging at off-equatoriallocationsunIMF orientation.
der most conditions. Consequently,the antiparallel merging
There is a way to reconcilethe apparentdiscrepantobserva- model predictsthe frequentoccurrenceof equatorwardmoving
tions. Note that all the eventsconsideredby Daly et al. [1984], events.
In contrastto the mergingmodels,the pressurepulsemodel
Rijnbeek et al. [1984], Berchernand Russell[1984], Elphic and
Southwood[1987], Paparnastorakiset al. [1989], and Kuo et does not predict that event occurrenceor orientationdepend
al. [1995] were observedby the ISEE 1/2 or IRM satellitesin upon the IMF orientation. Pressurepulse driven ripples move
where solar
the immediate vicinity of the magnetopause,
whereasthe stud- radially outwardfrom a point on the magnetopause
ies which reported no tendency for transientevents to occur wind discontinuitiesmake first contact.This point lies prior to
during periods of southwardIMF orientationrelied upon CCE local noon during rare periods of orthospiralIMF orientation
and geosynchronousobservations deep within the magneto- and after local noon during the more commonintervalsof spisphere.Since the amplitudeof the perturbationsassociatedwith ral IMF orientation. Sunward moving events can be expected
transient events decays with distance from the magnetopause, just prior to local noon during periodsof orthospiralIMF and
satellitesdeep within the magnetosphere
can observeonly those just after local noon during periods of spiral IMF. Events
shouldgenerallymove polewardaway from the initial (equatoeventswith the greatestamplitudes.Given the lack of any IMF
dependence,these eventsmust be interpretedin terms of pres- rial) point of contact.
We identified 59 transient events in the CCE data set on the
sure pulse driven magnetopause
motion.
However, there could be many more transientevents with basisof magneticfield strengthincreasesand bipolarsignatures
small amplitudes in the immediate vicinity of the magneto- normal to the nominal magnetopause.Using the bipolar signapause. Given the reported tendency of transientevents at the tures normal to the nominal magnetopause,we determinedthat
magnetopauseto occur preferentiallyduring periodsof south- most eventsmove poleward. Our resultsare consistentwith the
sourcefor transienteventsinferredby previous
ward IMF orientation,these events can still be interpretedin near-equatorial
studies.We then used minimum variance analysisto demonterms of bursty merging.
To pursue this suggestion,we consideredthe occurrence stratethat most eventsin our data set are closely alignedwith
pattern of those events in our own data set with the shortest the geomagneticequator, consistentwith extendedtwo-dimenduration.Of the 59 eventsin this study,only 6 have durations sionaleventsoriginatingin the equatorialregion.
A comparisonwith simultaneoussolar wind observations
inless than 1.5 min (Figure 4). Of these6 events,4 occurredfor
a southwardIMF orientation, 1 for a fluctuating north/south dicated
thatneithertheIMF BynorBz components
hasanysigorientation, and one for a northward IMF orientation. Thus,
nificant effect upon magnetospheric
event occurrenceor orienlike Kawano et al. [1992], we find that the CCE satellite tends tation. Finally, we showedthat only about half of the sunward
to observe transient events with duration less than 1.5 min
moving events moved in the direction predictedby magnetic
when the IMF has a southwardcomponent.This indicatesei- curvatureforces. On these grounds,we ruled out burstymergther that eventswith short periodsare most commonlygener- ing as the predominant cause of the transient events in our
ated during intervals of southward IMF orientation, or that study.
On the other hand, the lack of any clear IMF dependence
eventswith shortdurationshave weak amplitudesand can only
be observedby the CCE satellite when the IMF is southward upon event occurrenceand orientationwere consistentwith the
predictions of the pressure pulse model. Furthermore, we
and the magnetopause
has moved radially inward.
showedthat most of the sunwardmoving eventsobservedafter
local noon occurredduring intervalsof spiral IMF orientation,
Conclusion
whereasmost of the sunwardmoving eventsobservedprior to
local noon occurredduring intervalsof orthospiralIMF orientaWe began this paper by outlining the predictionsof the tion. We concluded that these observations were consistent with
pressurepulse, component,and antiparallel merging models an interpretationof pressurepulses as the dominantcause of
concerningthe occurrencepatterns,motion, and orientationof the transienteventsin our study.
transient events in the outer dayside magnetosphere.Both
Our identificationof pressurepulsesas the dominantcause
merging models predict enhancedtransient event occurrence of transient events in the dayside magnetosphereagrees with
ratesin the equatorialregionsduring periodsof stronglysouth- that reachedby other authorswho used CCE and geosynchroward IMF orientationand events moving sunwardin response nous observations, but disagrees with the results of studies
which made use of observationsin the immediate vicinity of
to magnetic curvatureforces.
The latter studiesshowedthat event occurThe componentand antiparallelmergingmodelspredictdif- the magnetopause.
dependprofoundlyon the IMF orienfering patternsof event orientationas a functionof the IMF di- rence and characteristics
rection.During periodsof duskwardIMF orientation,the compo- tation, consistent with an interpretation in terms of bursty
nent merging line runs from southerndawn to northerndusk, merging.
We tried to reconcile the conflicting results with an interwhereasantiparallel merging lines in the southerndawn and
northern dusk quadrantsrun from northerndawn to southern pretationinvokingtwo parallel mechanismsfor generatingtrandusk.Eventsgeneratedalong an extendedlongitudinalportionof sient events. We argued that bursty merging at the magnetothe mergingline shouldacquirethe orientationof that line. Lo- pausemight producemany small amplitudeperturbationsto the
magneticfield, whereaspressurepulsesproduce
calizedmergingmay producea flux rope passingthrougha hole magnetospheric
in the magnetopause,
in which casethe corresponding
magneto- a few large amplitude events. Satellitesin the vicinity of the
magnetopause
would observeall the events,resultingin a data
sphericevent would have a strongnorth/southorientation.
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base dominated by bursty merging events. Satellites deep
within the magnetosphere
would observeonly thoseeventswith
the largest amplitudes,resultingin a databasedominatedby
pressure-pulse
events.
Thus, the observationsand interpretationpresentedin this
studydo not rule out the occurrence
of transienteventsproduced
by burstymergingat the magnetopause.
They do, however,indicate that sucheventsproducesignatures
deeperwithin the magnetosphere
which are negligiblein comparison
with thosegeneratedby pressure-pulse
drivenripletson the magnetopause.
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